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CALCULATIONS FOR THE EXCITATION OF HIGH SPIN NATURAL
PARITY STATES IN HYPERNUCLEI VIA (u+ ,K+)

Yizhang Mo, M.A.

i

Western Michigan University, 1986

Abstract

In this paper, an effort is made to calculate the excitation of
high spin natural parity states for the w+

12C -» *2C

K+ reaction

The cross-section to unnatural parity states depends on spin-flip
♦ n -* K+ + A amplitudes and calculations of the (K- ,*-) crosssections at finite angle to unnatural parity states indicate very
small peak cross-sections relative to those for natural parity states
of the same J.

Ue expect a similar result for the

reactions.

The distorted wave impulse approximation (DVIA) is used for the
calculatlonal process.

The results of the present*OWIA calculation

for the J* = I- ground state peak and the J* = 0+ ,2+ states in the
excited peak at 11 MeV.

A comparison of the calculated cross-sections

is made to recent experimental data.
the cross-sections is well reproduced.

It is shown that the shape of
Also, the magnitude at the

11 MeV peak cross-section agrees reasonably well with experiment.
The ground state peak is considerably below the data.

The analysis

of the disagreement in the magnitudes between the calculation and the
experiment is given and additional further work is suggested.

i
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

General Points of Interest Concerning Hypernuclel

The central problem of nuclear physics Is to understand and
describe the structure of nuclei in terms of the particles forming
them and the interactions among these particles.

For quite a long

time, hope has been entertained that the A particles could be used
experimentally to investigate nuclear structure.

Nuclei having A

particle constituents, in addition to the usual neutrons and protons,
have been known since 1953 (Dalitz & Downs, 1958).

The possibility

of testing conventional nuclear theory for quantitatively different
systems and the hope of discovering excitations and processes not
present in ordinary nuclei are the motivations for studying
hypernuclei.
A hyperon in the nucleus is like a '’marked" neutron, so
additional information could be expected from experiments when a
hyperon is implanted in the nucleus in such a way that it replaces a
neutron.

Mainly because of the longer lifetime of A-hyperon than

that of the other measurable strange particles A-hypernuclei are
studied in more detail than the other hypernuclel.
The study of hypernuclel is two-fold.

First, hypernuclel are a

new form of matter whose properties cure Just now beginning to be
discovered.

From the understanding of these properties, it will be
1
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possible to determine the nature of the forces acting between the
hyperons, such as the A and the X with nucleons; this Is one of the
fundamental forces of nature.

Second, the hyperon acts as a probe of

Its host nucleus, and thus furthers our study of the properties of
nuclei.

Some History of Hypernuclear Physics

In 1953, hypernuclel were discovered (Dalitz & Downs, 1958).
During the 1955-1975 period, extensive emulsion work has been devoted
to measurements of A hypernuclear binding energies.
the binding energies of the light hypernuclel up to

In 1976, only
15

N were known.

With the advent of more intense K~ beams, a series of counter
experiments on hypernuclel have been successfully performed.

Initial

studies of stopped negative kaons located a radiative transition in
either

A

or **He" -and highly excited states in
A

(Gal, Soper & Dalitz, 1971).

A

and 1% .
A

Since the first counter experiments, the

main experimental activity has been devoted to the study of hyper
nuclei produced in the two-body strangeness exchange reaction
K

+ n -» A +

on nuclear targets.

These experiments have located

low lying excited states and determined some of the electro
magnetic properties of p-shell hypernuclel.
of a hypernuclear

When interpreted in terms

shell model, thesedata have placed strict limits on

the AN force (Bouyssy, 1977).

Plans for new experiments and

facilities (Vogt,

1985) mean that we are

at the beginning of a rapidly

increasing growth

in data concerned with the properties of

hypernuclear systems.
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Figure 1. The Lab Momentum Transfer Q at 6^ = 0° as a Function of
Incident Lab Momentum fqr the Processes K~-»-n-»w-+A, w-+][0 and
ir++n-»K++A,K++X0 .
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Strangeness Exchange and Strangeness Splitting Reactions

One of the best ways to produce hypernuclei is the strangeness
—

n

g

“

exchange K

* Z -» A Z + w

K- + n •* *

4- A process is exothermic and there exists a "magic

on a nucleon in a nucleus.

The elementary

momentum" for which the momentum transfer at 0, . = 0° is zero, as
lab
shown in Fig. 1 (Dover, Ludeking, & Walker, 1980).

The results show A

has a sizable probability for sticking in the nucleus, in particular to
form recoiless substitutional 0+ states where the hyperon replaces a
neutron in the same shell model orbital.

For J * 0 states, the (K- ,*-)

cross-sections peak at larger angles, with peak cross-sections
considerably reduced relative to those for 0+ states.

So the (K- ,*’)

reaction at forward angles emphasizes the spectroscopy of low spin
hypernuclear states.
Recently, one has paid more attention to the strangeness
splitting reaction (SSR) such as the (w+ ,K+ ) reaction.
beams have a low intensity (~10

4

Existing kaon

kaons/burst) experimentally, so only

coarse energy resolution experiments are feasible.

Due to the much

higher beam intensities available with other projectiles like pions,
alternative methods of producing hypernuclei have been feasible, such
as through the (*+ ,K+) reaction.

In the (ir+ ,K*) reaction, the

momentum transfer q remains larger than the Fermi momentum Kp in the
entire momentum region where the two-body process w+ + n - » K f + A i s
large.

This is demonstrated in Fig. 1.

Therefore the cross-sections

for forming the low spin states seen in (K ,* ) will be very small.
The states seen in the (w+ ,K*) reaction are complementary to the
“1
^
ip
"recoiless" 0+ peaks (e.g. [.P . ® P . ] 0 in
C), which are
A 3/2 n 3/2
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preferentially excited by the (K

reaction (Dover et al., 1980).

In this thesis, an effort is made to calculate the excitation of
high spin natural parity states for the *i

+

+

12

C -»

12

+ K

+

reaction.

The cross-section to unnatural parity states depends on spin-flip
*+ + n -> K+ + A amplitudes, which vanish Identically at 0°.

Calcula

tions of the (K~,«~) cross-sections at finite angle to unnatural
parity states indicate very small peak cross-sections relative to
those for natural parity states of the same J (Dover et al., 1980).
Ve expect a similar result for (*+ pK+) reactions. The distorted wave
impulse approximation (DWIA) is used for the calculatlonal process.
The calculated cross-sections are compared to the experimental data
reported in the work of Milner et al. (1985).

The result of the

calculation is discussed and the work to be done in the future is
suggested.
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CHAPTER II

THEORY

The Distorted Wave Method

Historically the distorted wave Impulse approximation (DWIA) has
been the standard method of treating the
reaction (Dover & Walker, 1982).

strangeness exchange

We apply the same formalism to the

(w+ ,K+) strangeness splitting reaction.
The distorted wave approximation has been used for solving
Inelastic scattering problems such as collisions between mesons and
nuclear systems.
plane wave e

lk*r

The colliding particle Is considered as an Incident
which Is diffracted by the average field due to the

scattering center.

Let us put this Idea In more detail.

In many

problems of Interest, the potential generated by the Interaction
between the Incident particle and the target nucleus can be
separated Into two terms (Jackson, 1970),
V = U ♦ W

(1)

such that the scattering problem with the potential U alone has a
known solution X.

We use the notation

(2 )

G1 = E-Hj±ic

and

G" =

1
E-H±lc

6
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(3)

So that X obeys the equation
(B - Hj) X* = 0

(4)

and can be expressed In terms of plane wave states 4> = e

iie.r to give

X* = <*> + G*U<J>

(5)

In this thesis, U is expressed in terms of optical potential VQ^t (r)
generated by folding the elastic KN t-matrix.
After solving distorted wave function X± , the solution to the
complete problem, obeying the equation
(B - H)^* = 0

(6)

can be obtained in terms of X~, namely,
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

♦“ = X” + G'WX" = X- + G~Vty“

(7)

thus, the transition matrix element defined by
Tfi =

<4>|T+ |<|>>= <Ol«+V|*+ >

(8)

is changed as
Tfl =

<4>|U|X+)+ <4>|Ug Jv |*4'>

+

<4>|V|X+>+ <<J>|WG*W|»J»+>

(9)

Using Equation (5), we have
<4>|UGpf|iT> = <G*«U*4>|V|¥*>

= <X+ |V|i|i+> - <4>|W|<|»+>

(10)

and similarly, using Equation (7),
<4>|VG*V|i|i+ > = <4»|W|«|»+ >-<4»|W|X+>

(11)

Thus, collecting up the terms Equation (9) becomes
Tfl =

<<|>|U|X+>+ <X-|W|*+>
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(12)

If the Initial and final states of the target are not connected
by the potential U, the first term Is Equation (12) Is zero.
Therefore, Equation (12) becomes
Tfl = <X“ |W|*~>

(13)

By considering any two Hamiltonians

and H for a given system

differing only through potential terms which tend to zero more
rapidly than 1/r, we have derived an expression for the transition
matrix.

One of the simple possible approximations for Equation (13)

is to replace

by the distorted wave state tiroes a target wave-

function, i.e., <|i+ « x+<|», which yields the distorted wave Born
approximation (DWBA) for the transition matrix element,
Tfi =

(lit)

The Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation

Because of the complicated many-body aspects, we actually cannot
obtain the exact solution to meson-nuclear scattering.
have to choose a proper approximation method.

Instead, we

In high energy nuclear

reactions, the Glauber approximation and the distorted wave impulse
approximation (Kerman, McManus, & Thaler, 1959) are the two methods
most commonly used.
in this work.

The latter is a more accurate theory and is used

In the impulse approximation, one neglects the binding

forces on the target particles during the collision, and assumes that
the projectile strikes only one target particle.

In terms of quantum

perturbation theory, one neglects three-body and higher correlations.
As a result, the process is related to two-particle scattering and the

with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission

target particles during the collision, and assumes that the projectile
strikes only one target particle.

In terms of quantum perturbation

theory, one neglects three-body and higher correlations.

As a result,

the process is related to two-partlcle scattering and the transition
operator, U, can be replaced by the two-body t-matrix, X t(j).
J
As a sample, the transition matrix element for the scattering of
a projectile from the target nucleus is expressed (Jackson, 1970) as
Tfi = <V f l t " I V i >

(15)

where the transition operator is t+ = W + W G* t+ with
g|

1

* 1/(E - H

O

- H„ - U+ic) and W = X V..
N
. j

Therefore, T„, includes
II

+

terms such as V^G^V,, which is a three-body correlation.

Such terms are

discarded, leaving only terms of the form

Y l Y ! •••
This leaves then the two-body t-matrix.

We therefore have

Tfi = <Xf * f l 2 T < j ) K V
j

(15)

where T<j) = V(j) + W(j)Gfree-r(j) is the free two-body transition
operator with

free ~ E-H +ic
o

Elastic Scattering

Now we use DWIA to calculate the (K~,«~) cross-section.
first consider the distorted waves.

Let us

They are produced from the wave

equation

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

10

[V2 + K2 - 2w(U+V )]X+(r) 3 0
C

(17)

there K and U are the momentum and total energy of the incident
particle in the meson-nucleus center-of-masa system (ACM).

The local

optical potential is generated by folding the elastic KN t-matrix.
U(r) = (2*)“3Jp(q)t(q)Bxp(iq»r)dq
where q is the momentum transfer In the ACM.

(18)
The momenta K and K *

can be transformed to the nucleon-nucleoncenter-of-mass
(2CM), which gives K

C

and K*, respectively.

system

In terms of thenon-spin-

flip scattering amplitude Tj,+, we can obtain the t-matrix in 2CM
system, namely,
2# 2__
t = -(— > 5Tf
c
m
cc

25

-

= -<f*) (jp) I C(£+l)Tl+( ^ )
c 1
In this expression, U

c

✓5 is the 2CM energy.
c

+ lTl_ ( ^ ) ] P Jt(cosec )

(19)

is the reduced meson energy in the 2CM and
From the relation (Goldberger and Watson,

1964), t 3 y tc , where
o>(Kc )w(K»)cot|(Kc)^(K») tt
1 = 1 «(K)u(K')uil(K)«i|(K')

1

we can get the ACM t-matrix transformed from the 2CM t-matrix.
For a bound nucleon, its motion in the nucleus must be
estimated.

Ue approximate it by averaging over the energy dependent

factors in Equation (19), namely,
00
O
1
lah lab ___
= 2* Jo dpp p(p) J dtcosejT^EsfBj“ +B^aD)/rni}
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(20)

11

Substituting these Js '8 into Equation (19) and transferring reference
jL
frames, we obtain the Fermi-averaging t-matrlx in ACM.

From the

resulting t-matrix in ACM, the optical parameters for the elastic
scattering are derived (Rosenthal & Tabakin, 1980).
The elastic results are given in Figs. 2-7, which show K+ and
data at P, w = 800 MeV/c compared to theoretical cross-section,
lab
These data are obtained from the work of Dover and Walker (1982) and
that of Marlow et al. (1989) respectively.

In Figures 2-5, we see

that the calculated cross-sections are obtained by using the elemen
tary amplitudes of Davies (1970).

The dashed lines represent the

calculation with Fermi-averaging and the solid lines without Fermiaveraging.

In Figures 6-7, the dashed lines represent Fermi-averaging

calculations with T^+ , while the solid lines show the resulting
non-Fermi-averaging calculation.

The elementary amplitudes shown in

Martin (1975) were used for these calculations.

From these figures,

as we see, Fermi-averaging improves the agreement with experiment
slightly.

The general agreement is reasonable and is similar to that

obtained with momentum space codes (Marlow et al, 1989).

Inelastic Scattering

Inelastic cross-sections in the ACM are obtained by the
following formula

dfi _
v ,2*.4 Kf V W ^ B
dft " CJ»] * 'w r
Ki
S
f M ^
where,

.
,2
1 ba1

and Kf are the initial and final projectile momenta
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Figure 2. The Differential Cross-Sections for 12C(w+ ,ir+ )12C Reaction at
P ^ S O O Hev/c. The Dashed Line Represents the Calculation
With Fermi-Averaglng and the Solid Line Without FermiAveraging.
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Figure 3« The Differential Cross-Sections for 40Ca(*+ ,ir'*')40Ca Reaction
at Pv=800 Hev/c. The Dashed Line Represents the Calcula
tions With Fermi-Averaglng and the Solid Line Without
Fermi-Averaglng.
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Figure 4« The Differential Cross-Sections for 12C( v,ir“ )12C Reaction
at Pw=800 Mev/c. The Dashed Line Represents the Calculation
With Fermi-Averaging and the Solid Line Without FermiAveraging.
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Fermi-Averaging.
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respectively;

and «B the target and residual nuclei energy, S

is

the total ACM energy; [J^,] = 2 Jj, + 1, and the ACM t-matrix,

T t « -

( 2 2 >

In this equation, X and X* are the set of Internal nuclear
coordinates.

The other coordinates are illustrated in Fig. 8, where

8a) is before the reaction and 8b) after the reaction.
is from the C.M of (A-l) nucleous to the struck nucleon.

The vector X^
The vector

r^ locates the struck nucleon from the C.M. of the nucleus.

The

coordinates X^, X£, rRB and r#A are the natural coordinates for the
reaction.

/

/

i
/

/

TTA

Y ' V.

/

U)

V.

(b)

Figure 8b The Illustration of the Coordinates for Inelastic CrossSection in ACM System (a) Before Collision; (b) After
Collision.

In order to simplify the integration in Equation (22), it may be
assumed that the kaon and A are produced at some point in space
(with respect to the fixed origin) that the « and N disappear.
the pion and kaon, we obtain ?KB = r^A^A^^A + <*>Q ) •
neutron, we have r^ = r^

For

For the A and

* c r^A# where c = (WgW^/u^ - u>^)/VS. The

B^
B^
short range nature of v(r. + r .) assumes that the interaction, v,
1
ifA
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'contributes only in the range of r^ ~

Thus, we have

X? = (1 - c)X, <■» /«. « X. .
1
1 « A
i
According to the above approximation, it follows that

Tba =* (M^ r1rA)*B(^i>V<ri“rvA)*A(^i)X< *(r*A>dXidPirA

<23)

In order to express the cross-section in Eq. (21) in terms of
the form factor, we first expand the potential v(r) => v(r^ - r#A)
in terms of single particle operators.

From the calculation shown

in Horie and Sasaki (1961), we have

I «2g(Kn )[L3(-)L * tzL ^ irA)®zL <^i)30

v(r) =

nS.
where

(2i°

L
_
K^AK
= -iL- J ,
n
(2*)
9

Z. (r) = 4*J. (K r)Y, (r),
L
L n
L

g(Kn ) = 4* JQ 3L (Knr)v(r)r2dr

and

x = (2x+l)%

It may be assumed that g(kn ) - t(q), where t(q) is the two-body
t-matrix in the ACM and q the ACM momentum transfer.

Substituting

Bqs. (24) and (23) into Bq. (22), we finally have

Tba - I

<25>

Where the form factor

f<?.A> - n1 “n*(Kn)(- ,L

L<»olCZL(?.A,®zI.<?i ,),,I V

(26>

In program ALLWORLD (Petrovich, Carr, Kelly and Halderson, to be
published), the form factor is calculated with r^ = Xj^A - 1)/A and
passed to program DWKPI (Halderson, 1984), where the ACM t-matrices
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are determined.

The elementary amplitudes of Saxon et al. (1980) are

employed in the t-matrix.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

In order to understand what we obtain for the differential crosssection using the DVIA, we first consider the effect of distortions on
the magnitude and shape of differential cross-sections for states of
different J.

The main effect of distortions Is absorption In the

entrance and exit channels (Dover et al., 1980).

In Pig. 9 a compari

son of plane wave result (dashed lines) with fully distorted waves
-1
40
(solid lines) Is shown for a (P . end , )_-state of .Ca.

3/2

that for

3/2 3

12
.C there Is a similar result.
A

A

We expect

In this figure, which shows

the cross-sections for two different Incident plon lab momenta, the
plane wave cross-sections have been scaled down by

some factors. It

seems that the effect of optical model distortions results In the
reduction of the (*+ ,K+) cross-sections by about an order of magnitude.
Angular distributions for the Inelastic scattering In
12C(*+ ,K+)1»C have been calculated for three 0+ , three l- , three
and one 3~ states, as shown In Figs. 10-12.
the lab system Is P^ = 1054 MeV/c.

2*

The Incident momentum In

These states are the first few

lowest excited natural parity states.

The structure factors for these

states are taken from the recoil corrected continuum shell model
(RCCSM) calculations of Halderson, Nlng and Phllpott (1985).

In

these figures, we can see that the predicted cross-sections for the
21
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Kifu^lo^OeV/C

o.5

0.2

01
0

2

4-
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8

10

12

Olab ( < % )

Figure 9. The Differential Cross-Section for the (Ap3/29nd3/2)3~
State in 4°Ca via the Reaction at K ^ l . 0 4 and 1.515 Gev/c.
The Solid Lines Are the DWIA Results and the Dashed Lines
the PUA Cross-Sections.
PWA C r o s s

Sections.
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d<
r/ d£
1 (mb/sr)

0 *(5 .3 8 )

-5 .

P *= 1054 Me V/ c

30

Figure 10. The Cross-Sections for J*=0+ (-0.043), 0+(5.38) end
0+(2.06) via 12C(w + ,K+ )1£ c Reaction at P^alOM Mev/c.
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Figure 11« The Cross-Sections for Jw*2+ (-0.52), 2+ (0.80) and 2+(1.39)
via 12C(w + ,K+ )1^ C Reaction at P„=1034 Mev/c.
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Figure 12. The Cross-Section for J*=l"(-13.24), 1“(-11.07) and
I-(-8.01) via 12C(*+ ,K+ )1£ c Reaction at Pw=1054 Mev/c.
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0+ level population are relatively weak. This Is different from that of
the 0+ states in

reaction. In which the J* =* 0+ component was

about 1/2 of the total multlplet peak strength.

The J* = l~ states,

which have dominant components, ^ Si/a9nP »/2

' Produc® a Sround

state peak (corresponding to B
= 0 MeV In 12C).
6X

The J* » 0+ ,2+

states, which have dominant components, (.P ,
. ® P-^
, ), produce
A a/2 ,1/2 n a/2 ,1/2
an excited peak at B
= 11 MeV (Milner et al., 1985).
OX

Because of

the large momentum transfer Involved in 12C(ir+ ,K+)12C, the 11 MeV
A
peak is expected to be composed almost entirely of the three J* =
states.

As we see in Figs. 8-10, except for the 0

+

state in

2*

12
.C
A

which reached a second maximum at ~15° laboratory angle, most states
studied have decreasing angular distributions.

Thus, to obtain larger

counting rates, one should concentrate on the region near 0°.

In

principle, a measurement of the angular shape can yield spin informa
tion when combined with the results of the (K~,«~) reaction.
The experimental differential cross-section for the two peaks are
determined absolutely, as shown in Fig. 13, and are not normalized to
any other reaction.

Also, the cross-sections for (**,«*) elastic

scattering in the same experiment agree with the results in Ref. 10.
In addition to the statistical uncertainties for the data points,
a ± 35% uncertainty is assigned to the absolute values of the crosssections due to systematic uncertainties, such as drift chamber
efficiency, e+ and y* contamination of the

beam, etc.

For

P, . = 1054 MeV/c, the e+ contamination of the ** beam could not be
lab
observed because the time-of-flight resolution was insufficient to
distinguish the two components.
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Some of the previous publication have given the calculations of
the («+ ,K*) reaction differential cross-sections for several nuclides.
Ludeklng and Walker (1980) performed calculations by means of an
elkonal approximation and Dover et al.(1980) calculated the crosssections using a distorted-wave born-approxlmatlon code.

In these

calculations, they did not take into account the Permi averaging over
the momentum distribution of the neutrons.
In Fig. 13, we have shown the results of the present distortedwave impulse-approximation calculation for the J* = 1
peak and the J* =

ground states

0*,2+ states in the excited peak at 11 MeV.

shape of the cross-sections is well reproduced.

The

Also, the magnitude

at the 11 MeV peak cross-section agrees reasonably well with experi
ment.

The ground state peak is considerably below the data.

This

disagreement in the magnitudes between the calculation and the experi
ment could be due to the 2 MeV over binding at the ground state in the
RCCSM calculations.

The inelastic cross-sections are sensitive to the

tall of the form factor, and a ground state wave function of larger
radial extent would alter the magnitude of the inelastic cross-section.
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Figure 13. The Results of the Present DWIA Calculation for J ^ l Ground States Peak and J*=0+ ,2+ States In the Excited Peak
at 11 Mev. The Recent Experimental Data Are Also Shown.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

We calculated the production of hypernuclei In discrete states of
excitation with the

reaction.

A comparison of theoretical

predictions with the experimental cross-section demonstrates that the
reaction mechanism is reasonably well understood.

Because of the

larger momentum transfer delivered to the nucleus, hlgh-spin, normal
parity states dominate the spectrum even at very forward angles.
is different from the
dominate at forward angles.

This

reaction, in which low spin states
Thus, we believe that the («+ ,K+)

reaction is an Important spectroscopic tool, and gives us the possi
bility of extending detailed hypernuclear studies to heavier nuclei.
In this paper, we have considered the associated production of
12
.C in the energy region below E
= W
A
ex

MeV.

This work should be

extended to the entire quasi-free region in order to determine J*
contributions.

This may help experimentalists to understand the back

ground and more accurately obtain resonance strengths.

Additional

further work should be directed at understanding the discrepancy
between the calculated and measured ground state strength.

One could,

for example, see how the calculated strength varies as a function of
ground state binding energy.

29
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